
FLAVOURS & COLOURS

Aromatic



In our wide flavour range you will find high quality flavours 

in a number of different flavours and compositions. Our  

flavours are created with the goal of giving the consumer  

a taste experience beyond the ordinary.

The raw materials for our flavours come from across the 

world and we set high demands for a great quality product. 

In our production, certain raw materials are refined further 

to give the product a greater and better taste. The quality of 

production is carefully checked both during and after the  

manufacturing process. 

TOP-CLASS FLAVOURS
Aromatic



• Dissolves quickly due to  
 the liquid consistency.

• Bake and freeze stable.

• Fat and water soluble.

• Wide range of flavours  
 and compositions.

• Specially selected raw 
 materials from the whole 
 world’s pantry. 

• Available in different variants 
 of packaging.

WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE AROMATIC FLAVOURS

  Produced  
  in Sweden.

Sold worldwide.



BAKING
Cakes, cake bases, wheat bread and other baking 
applications. Also suitable for the seasoning of fillings, 
butter cream, whipped cream, jellies, toppings, meringues 
and much more. 

DESSERTS
Desserts, ice cream, sorbet, parfait, panna cotta, mousse 
and dessert sauces.

CONFECTIONERY
All kinds of confectionery such as marzipan products, 
chocolate, truffles and other sweet things. 

THE FLAVOURS CAN BE USED IN

Dosage:  
1-10 g/kg depending on the  
concentration and desired result. 

Packaging:  
12x1 kg or 12x0,9 kg plastic bottle 
25 kg plastic can 
5 kg plastic can  
4 kg plastic can  
1000 kg tank 

Contact your seller for questions 
regarding the packaging of specific 
flavours. 



6760  CINNAMON 

Natural flavour based on pure 
cardamom oil.

6761  NATURAL CARDAMOM

Manufactured on liquorice powder.

6762  LIQUORICE

Contains pure rum.

6373  RUM 

FLAVOURS WITHOUT ADDED COLOUR

WITHOUT ADDED COLOUR AND ALCOHOL

Contains pure brandy.

6360  BRANDY

Contains pure arrack, fortified  
with flavourings. 

With a taste of caramalised 
butter caramel.

With an extra strong taste  
of lemon. 

6600  ARRACK

6095  ENGLISH TOFFEE

6232 NATURAL LEMON EXTRA

6410  BITTER ALMOND

6393  NATURAL CITRUS

6310  NATURAL BITTER LEMON

6101 VANILLA

6215 NATURAL ORANGE

6252 STRAWBERRY

Natural flavour with a coffee taste. 

With a faint tone of caramel.

6030  MOCHA

6080  VANILLA SPECIAL

With a taste of butter caramel.

6090  AMERICAN COLA



FLAVOURS WITH ADDED AZOFREE COLOUR

SYRUP WITH ADDED COLOUR

Natural aroma based on pure lemon oil.  

Of natural juice concentrate from 
strawberries, enhanced with flavourings.

6234  NATURAL LEMON

6241  RASPBERRY

6251  STRAWBERRY

6262  PISTACHIO 

6367  PEAR SPECIAL

Natural flavour based on pure orange oil. 

6214  NATURAL ORANGE 

6480  CHOCOLATE

6224  BANANA

With an extra strong taste  
of vanilla. 

With coffee taste. 

Syrup flavoured with maple.
Dosage: 50-150 g/l.

Natural aromas with an intensive,  
roasted coffee taste.  

6070  VANILLA EXTRA

6160  SPANISH MOCHA

6785  MAPLE SYRUP

6170  IRISH COFFEE

6341  NATURAL ROASTED COFFEE

6330  NATURAL MANDARIN

AZO FREE
COLOURS



FLAVOURS WITH AZO COLOUR

6263  PISTACHIO AZO 

6996  CITRUS AZO 

6392  CITRUS 239 AZO 

6334  MANDARIN AZO 6213  ORANGE AZO 

6256  STRAWBERRY AZO 

6221  BANANA AZO

Colours with AZO are brighter, more stable and more resistant to light and air.



6670  NATURAL ORANGE OIL

6880  HAZELNUT6680  COCONUT

6350  PISTACHIO 

6870  APPLE6675  NATURAL CITRUS OIL

6820  STRAWBERRY

6800  VANILLA

6830  RASPBERRY

6770  BUTTER

6771  BUTTER UP

AROMATIC AROPRO - HIGHLY CONCENTRATED INDUSTRIAL FLAVOURS

DOSAGE  
1-3 G/KG

palmfree

For you as an industrial baker, we have developed a specially adapted assortment with 
industrial flavours Aropro. Compared with the original flavours these are ten times as 
concentrated. The flavours are oil or spirit based, thin and uncoloured. 

Packaging: 12x1 kg plastic bottle, 4 kg and 25 kg can. Contact your seller for questions 
regarding the packaging of specific flavour.



Aromatic saffron extracts are based on genuine selected raw saffron of high quality. 
Through a unique extraction process, the over one hundred aromas and flavours 
that are found naturally in saffron are enhanced. Which as a result gives the extract 
both an intensive colour and a natural, rich taste.

Top-class saffron extract

Exclusive raw saffron of the highest quality. Long  
straws with a deep red colour and an intensive taste.

Packaging: 0,15 kg can, 0,5 kg bag.

Contains real raw saffron that is strengthened  
with flavourings.

Packaging: 5 kg can, 12x1 kg plastic bottle.

Natural Saffron Extract Plus contains raw saffron and  
has a sweet and elegant taste. The product is free  
from e-numbers.

Packaging: 5 kg can, 12x1 kg plastic bottle.

6038  SAFFRON STRAW

6040  SAFFRON EXTRACT

6044 NATURAL SAFFRON EXTRACT PLUS

• 14 days is the harvest period, 
 which takes place between 
 October and November.

• 300 tons is the complete  
 global production.

• 200,000 flowers are needed  
 to manufacture 1 kg of dry  
 packaged saffron.

• 95% of all saffron comes  
 from Iran.

Did you know?



Discover our assortment of of natural and water-based food colours, that  
can be used for both unbaked and baked products.

Packaging: 6x1 kg plastic bottle, 4 kg and 5 kg can. 

Contact your seller for questions regarding the packaging of specific colours.

Add colour to your baked goods

6520  BLUE

6511  GREEN

6515  YELLOW

6525  PINK

6527  PURPLE

6516  ORANGE

6514  RED

6529  BLACK

6512 YELLOW AZO

6510 GREEN AZO

NATURAL AZO FREE COLOURS COLOURS WITH AZO
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Contact us for samples

Check our website  
for more information

bakelssweden.se

export@bakelssweden.se


